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Television Steve Carell ready to
clean out his desk on ‘The Office’ D3

Celebrity Sandra Bullock and
Jesse James are officially divorced D3

EnlightenedMC
I t can be tough for Buck 65 not to treat an interviewlike an interrogation.

After a heated exchange with a European jour-
nalist nearly a year after the release of his break-
through album, Talkin’ Honky Blues, in 2003, and

an even more scathing article as a result, Canada’s most
eccentric MC soon morphed into one of the country’s
most guarded artists.
“He was very antagonistic, asking me ‘How dare you
have guitars on a hip-hop album?’ ” Buck, who will
showcase those genre-melding tunes on Saint John’s
Market Square Boardwalk stage on Saturday, said of the
aggressive questioning in the U.K.’s Kerrang! magazine.
“For awhile after that I tape-recorded every interview to
protect myself... (because) during an interview it’s easy
to forget that you’re not talking to the reporter, but to
the person that’s going to be reading their work later. I
lost sight of that.”
Instead of being provoked into sarcastic comments
like “I now hate hip-hop, the more I’ve educated my-
self about music, the more I’ve grown to hate it,” he’d
rather have a healthier dialogue with his audience, fo-
cusing on the series of EPs he’s releasing this summer,or
his upcoming collaborations with lauded Albertan MC,
and Edmonton’s poet laureate, Cadence Weapon. They
first traded verses on the car concept track Benz, (from
Buck’s 11th album, 2007’s Situation), before recently
penning cheeky rhymes about seatbelt safety for one of
Cadence’s upcomingmixtapes.
“Buck’s a true student of the game,”Cadence said of his
friend and mentor.“He’s a great storyteller in his songs,
he taught me that it’s healthy to try and laugh about al-
most anything, to not take things too seriously.”
The pair bonded on a cross-country tour in 2008. But
during their hip-hop odyssey, Cadence acknowledged
his first introduction to the elder MC came when he lis-
tened to Buck’s Talkin’Honky Blues, and gave it a medi-
ocre review in Pitchfork Magazine. Like the reporter
at Kerrang!, he was quite critical, writing,“... the only
downside to this vastly different project is the forced na-
ture of (Buck 65’s) new persona,”before asking“... how
can (Buck) sound pretentious when trying to sound as
earnest as possible?”
As their bus motored along from one gig to the next,
the younger rapper (whowent by his given name,Rollie
Pemberton, while writing for magazines such as Pitch-
fork) was filling Buck in on the days he spent studying
journalism in Virginia before dropping out to focus on
music. Despite his experience on both sides of an inter-
view,Cadence had little advice to offer hismentor about
avoiding bad press.
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Buck 65 performs in a free show Saturday night in Saint John on the Market Square Boardwalk.
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after discord, rehab, tyler back with aerosmith

NEW YORK – Steven Tyler can laugh about it
now.
The fall off the stage that caused the cancella-
tion of Aerosmith’s 2009 summer tour.His stint
in rehab for prescription drug abuse. The fights
with his bandmates, and the talk of replacing
him as lead singer for Aerosmith.
That’s because now that he’s back at the helm
of the group – belting out songs in front of
thousands of fans – nothing elsematters.
“The band has never been better, I’m sing-
ing better,” said an energetic Tyler in a recent
phone interview.“It’s been beautiful and I real-
ized when I was taking care of my problems
that the band is all I really care about.”
Tyler – who is on tour with Aerosmith in Eur-
ope and starts a U.S. tour with the band on July
23 in Oakland, Calif. – talked recently about his
battle for sobriety, putting the discord behind
him and being a“dancing fool”at 62.
Q: What has it been like to play with the band
after the tumultuous last year?
A: It’s been a great tour. You know it’s a little
hard for me. Being in Aerosmith is like living
on the tail of a comet. I’ve had a lot of injuries
over the last couple of the years. I had ACL re-
construction on my knee ... operations on my
feet,mymompassed away.A lot of things came

to play that made it easy for me to abuse some
things ... Even though some of the people in the
band were going public with some of the stuff
which turned very ugly, I managed to pull it all
back together again and say,“Look, let’s just get
out there and be the band that we knowwe are
and not argue about this crap anymore.”
Q:How easywas that after the ugliness?
A: I realize that certain people that decide to
go in the press with dirty laundry, I just have
to look the other way and realize I need to
keep my side of the street clean, and they do
what they do. It’s really unfortunate that cer-
tain people were Twittering and going to the
press. It got really ugly, but you know, again, I
just went back to them and I said ...“More than
anything, I really want to play with this band.
I really love this band and I love who I’ve be-
come because of the band.” ... Everyone’s got
their problems and their demons, but when we
get onstage and play as five, that really all goes
away,and that’s really all I look at now.
Q: There has been tension in Aerosmith
throughout the years. Are you still able to be
friends aswell as bandmates?
A: I’m doing a book called Does the Noise

in My Head Bother You, and I will be speaking
about what it’s like to be married to four other
guys, and what I’ve had to put up with ... There
will never be another band like Aerosmith, and
I just don’t want to do anything to hurt that. I
love the band somuch.
Q: You are in pain and have battled back from
an addiction to pain medicines. How do you
prevent yourself from falling into past patterns
on this new tour?

A: I realize that the best part of me is who I
am sober so that’s all there is to it ... I don’t
know whether I will use tomorrow, but today
I’m happy ... There’s a 500-pound gorilla on
my back, waiting in the parking lot for me that
wants to takeme down, and I won’t for any rea-
son go out there and deal with that. I have to
get a knee replacement, I have to have another
operation on my feet, and I’ll let a nurse take
care of my stuff. I just can’t be around that stuff
anymore. I need to be a power of example for
my bandmates, don’t I? (laughs) ... I’m still in
Aerosmith so the circus is still in town.So when
it comes to dealing with the band, I take it a day
at a timewith these guys.
Q: Is a newAerosmith album coming?
A: The truth is I’ve never stopped writing. I’ve
got 12 songs I’m sitting on right now for a solo
record. Aerosmith has to finish a studio album;
we’re gonna do that first.
Q: Do you feel that you are more careful on-
stage now?Are you tentative?
A: I’m a dancing fool out there. I’m my own
worst enemy when it comes to risk-taking, but
I do what I do ... I am (more careful) when it’s
raining. I don’t do anything ... I’m real careful
when it comes to that. But ordinarily, I’ve got-
ten real strong jumping over all the pedals my
guitar players have out there in the middle of
the stage and the monitor wedges. It’s like a lit-
tle hurdle out there forme.
Q: Can you see yourself doing this 10, 15 years
fromnow?
A: I’ll be doing this 20 years from now. I’ll be
doing this as long as sound comes out of my
mouth.
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Aerosmith lead singer Steven Tyler says, ‘I realized when I was
taking care of my problems that the band is all I really care about.’
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